This paper considers the problem of monitoring the mean of a normally distributed process variable when the objective is to effectively detect both a sustained shift and a linear drift. The design and application of a generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) chart for simultaneously monitoring a sustained shift and a linear drift are evaluated. The GLR chart has the advantage that when we design this chart, we do not need to specify the size of the parameter change. The performance of the GLR chart is compared with that of other control charts, such as the standard cumulative sum (CUSUM) charts and the cumulative score (CUSCORE) charts. And we compare the proposed GLR chart with the GLR charts designed for monitoring only a sustained shift and for monitoring only a linear drift. Finally, we also compare the proposed GLR chart with the chart combinations. We show that the proposed GLR chart has better overall performance for a wide range of shift sizes and drift rates relative to other control charts, when a special cause produces a sustained shift and/or a linear drift in the process mean.
Introduction
Statistical process control (SPC) has been widely used to monitor and improve the quality of the output of a process. One of the most important problems in SPC is the detection of a change in the process mean, and a common situation is that the process observations are assumed to be independent normal random variables. Control charts, such as Shewhart, cumulative sum (CUSUM), and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) charts, are used to monitor a process to detect special causes that produce changes in the process mean. Recently, generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) charts have been investigated by many researchers. GLR charts have some advantages that the size of the parameter change does not need to be specified and these charts have been shown to be very effective in a wide variety of settings in SPC applications. Recent investigations of this chart include Hawkins et al. (2003) , Runger and Testik (2003) , Capizzi and Masarotto (2008) , Zou et al. (2009) , Reynolds and Lou (2010) , Huang et al. (2012 Huang et al. ( , 2013 , Xu et al. (2012 Xu et al. ( , 2013 , Wang and Reynolds (2013) , and Reynolds et al. (2013) .
In monitoring the process mean µ, there are several types of mean changes, for example, a sustained shift in µ, a transient shift in µ, a linear/nonlinear drift in µ, and so on. In this paper, we consider a sustained shift and a linear drift. In the sustained shift in µ, we assume that a special cause produces a step shift in µ that remains until detected by a control chart and action is taken to remove the special cause. The problem, to detect any special cause that produces a sustained shift in µ, has been commonly studied by many researchers. Reynolds and Lou (2010) developed a GLR chart for detecting a sustained shift in µ and evaluated the performance of this GLR chart.
In some situations, a special cause may produce a linear drift in µ, rather than a sudden shift. Linear drifts are usually due to causes such as gradual deterioration of equipment, catalyst aging, waste accumulation or human causes. Recent investigations of linear drifts include Reynolds and Stoumbos (2001) , Runger and Testik (2003) , and Fahmy and Elsayed (2006) . More recently, Zou et al. (2009) and Xu et al. (2013) proposed GLR charts for detecting a linear drift in µ and evaluated the performance of these GLR charts.
Although a number of different control chart procedures for monitoring sustained shifts and linear drifts have been investigated in many papers, most papers consider the use of control charts designed to detect a particular type of the mean change, which is either a sustained shift or a linear drift. In some situations, however, a special cause may produce both a sustained shift and a linear drift. This means that a sustained shift occurs at some time and a linear drift starts at the same time. For example, if a sudden damage of equipment occurs and a gradual deterioration starts due to this damage, a sustained shift and a linear drift can occur simultaneously.
The objective of this paper is to design and evaluate a GLR chart for simultaneously monitoring a process which experiences a sustained shift and a linear drift. We compare the performance of the proposed GLR chart with the performance of other control charts, such as the GLR charts designed for monitoring only a sustained shift and for monitoring only a linear drift, the CUSUM charts, the CUSCORE charts, and chart combinations.
In the next two sections, we define the process model considered in this paper, and explain the GLR charts designed for monitoring a sustained shift and for monitoring a linear drift. Then we propose the GLR chart for simultaneously monitoring a sustained shift and a linear drift. The performance comparison with other control charts using simulation is done in Section 4, and our conclusions are given in Section 5.
Process Model
Let X be the quality characteristic of interest which is assumed to have a N(µ 0 , σ 2 0 ) distribution when the process is the in-control state. We assume that the in-control values µ 0 and σ 0 are known or have been estimated accurately enough during a Phase I period that any error in estimation can be neglected. Suppose that samples of size n are taken from the process. In this paper, for simplicity we assume n = 1, and let X k represent the sample obtained at sampling time k. When n > 1, we can handle by letting X k correspond to the sample mean and changing the in-control variance from σ 2 0 to σ 2 0 /n in the formulas in this paper. We also take the unit of time to be the same as the time interval between two consecutive samples so that samples are one time unit apart.
Consider the situation that after the change point τ * between samples τ and τ + 1, the distribution of X k changes from the in-control N(µ 0 , σ 2 0 ) distribution to an N(µ(k), σ 2 0 ) distribution. We assume that the out-of-control mean µ(k) for k > τ * can be subjected to a sustained shift and/or a linear drift.
The GLR Charts
3.1. The GLR-S chart for monitoring a sustained shift Reynolds and Lou (2010) evaluated a GLR chart designed to detect a sustained shift in µ (called the GLR-S chart) and showed that the overall performance of the GLR-S chart is at least as good as that of other control charts for detecting a wide range of sustained shifts.
When there has been a sustained shift to some unknown µ(k) = µ 1 (= µ 0 + δ σ 0 ) for k > τ * , using the likelihood formula for detecting this shift, Reynolds and Lou (2010) used the following GLR-S statistic at sampling time k
whereμ 1,τ,k is the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of µ 1 obtained aŝ
The parameter m 1 denotes the size of a moving window that may be useful to reduce the computational efforts, and the parameter m 2 is the minimum number of samples needed to estimate the parameters during monitoring by the GLR chart. Reynolds and Lou (2010) used m 1 = 400 and m 2 = 1 for evaluating the performance. The GLR-S chart will give a signal at sampling time k if R S k,m 1 ,m 2 > h GLR−S , where the control limit h GLR−S is pre-specified based on the desired in-control performance.
3.2. The GLR-D chart for monitoring a linear drift Xu et al. (2013) evaluated a GLR chart designed to detect a linear drift in µ (called the GLR-D chart). Zou et al. (2009) also proposed a GLR chart for monitoring a linear drift in µ. There are differences between these two charts as follows. First, Zou et al. (2009) assumed that the change point τ * is always an integer value, whereas Xu et al. (2013) assumed that τ * is a value satisfying τ ≤ τ * < τ + 1. Second, the GLR chart proposed by Zou et al. (2009) is a one-sided chart for detecting drifts in only one direction, whereas the GLR-D chart proposed by Xu et al. (2013) is a two-sided chart that can detect drifts in either direction.
Consider a situation that the process mean at sampling time k > τ * becomes
where β is the standardized rate of drift. Xu et al. (2013) proposed the following GLR-D statistic at sampling time k
whereβ τ,k andτ * τ,k are the MLEs of β and τ * , respectively, satisfying the equationŝ
The parameter m 2 is usually chosen to be at least the number of the parameters monitored by the GLR chart (see Lai (1995) ), therefore the minimum value of m 2 in the GLR-D chart is 2. Xu et al. (2013) , however, used m 1 = 400 and m 2 = 4, because these values would give good performance for the GLR-D chart over a wide range of drift rates. The GLR-D chart will give a signal at sampling time
> h GLR−D , where the control limit h GLR−D is pre-specified based on the desired in-control performance.
3.3. The GLR-SD chart for simultaneously monitoring a sustained shift and a linear drift
In this subsection, we propose a GLR-SD chart designed to detect a sustained shift and a linear drift simultaneously. In the situation that a special cause may produce a sustained shift, a linear drift, or both a sustained shift and a linear drift in the process mean, we can use a combination of two or more charts designed to detect each type of shift. A disadvantage of using multiple charts is that designing such a scheme requires that control-chart parameters be determined for multiple charts. The GLR-SD chart, however, has an advantage that by using a single chart we can detect a sustained shift and/or a linear drift in the process mean.
Consider a situation that a special cause may produce a sustained shift and/or a linear drift in the process mean. That is, the process mean at sampling time k > τ * becomes
where δ is the size of the sustained shift and β is the standardized rate of drift. In the case of linear drifts in the process mean, Zou et al. (2009) assumed that the change point τ * is an integer value, that is τ * = τ + 1, as mentioned previously, and Reynolds and Lou (2010) assumed that τ * has a uniform distribution on [τ, τ + 1] in evaluating the performance of the GLR-S chart for linear drifts. In the GLR-D chart, Xu et al. (2013) used the MLE of τ * in the chart statistic based on the assumption that τ * is a value satisfying τ ≤ τ * < τ + 1. Their assumption is more reasonable in practice, but this makes computing the chart statistic difficult because the MLEs of β and τ * in (3.1) and (3.2) must be obtained by using iterative algorithms. We think that the effect of the assumption about τ * would not be serious unless the sampling interval is very large, and the effect can be made up for by estimating the drift rate β. In this paper, for the simple calculation of the GLR-SD chart statistic we assume that the change point τ * is the middle point of the interval [τ, τ + 1], that is τ * = τ + 0.5. Under this assumption, the process mean at sampling time k > τ * in (3.3) can be represented as
Under the alternative hypothesis that a special cause produces a change such as (3.4) in the process mean, the likelihood function at sampling time k is
After some calculations, the MLEs of δ and β can be obtained aŝ
respectively. Under the null hypothesis that there has been no change in the process, the likelihood function at sampling time k can be represented as
A log likelihood ratio statistic for testing whether there has been a sustained shift and/or a linear drift in the process mean is
This GLR-SD chart will give a signal at sampling time
> h GLR−S D , where the control limit h GLR−S D is pre-specified based on the desired in-control performance.
Evaluating the Performance of the GLR-SD Chart

Performance measures
A widely used way to measure control chart performance is to use the average time to signal (ATS). The in-control ATS is defined as the expected time from the beginning of process monitoring until a signal is given when the process is in control, and this metric is used as the measure of the rate of false alarms. When there is a sustained shift and/or a linear drift in µ, we use the steady-state ATS (SSATS) as the measure of the time required to detect the shift. The SSATS is based on the assumption that control-chart statistics have reached their steady-state distributions by the time the shift occurs.
In the evaluations and comparisons done here, we choose the control limits of the charts so that the in-control ATS is 1481.6 time units, and we obtain SSATS values using simulation with 100,000 runs. The actual in-control ATS values given in the Tables vary slightly from 1481.6 due to simulation error. Note that, with an in-control ATS of 1481.6, when the sample size n = 1 and the sampling interval d = 1 (time unit), the ARL (average run length) and ANOS (average number of observations to signal) will both be 1481.6, but when n = 4 and d = 4, the ANOS will be 1481.6, while the ARL will be 370.4. Here we assume that n = 1 and d = 1.
The simulated values of the SSATS given in this paper are based on the assumption that τ = 100. If a false alarm occurred in a sequence of in-control observations, then this sequence of observations was discarded and a new sequence was generated for evaluating steady-state properties.
Choosing the chart parameters of the GLR-SD chart
There are two chart parameters, m 1 and m 2 , which should be chosen to apply the GLR-SD chart. It was known that the GLR chart with a large value of m 1 is efficient for detecting small shifts whereas the GLR chart with a small value of m 1 is efficient for detecting large shifts. Reynolds and Lou (2010) and Xu et al. (2013) used m 1 = 400 in the GLR-S chart and in the GLR-D chart, respectively, because using this value gives performance that is essential the same as with no window which produces the best overall performance. For the numerical results in this paper, we also use m 1 = 400 in the GLR-SD chart statistic in (3.5).
For the value of m 2 , Reynolds and Lou (2010) used m 2 = 1 in the GLR-S chart, whereas Xu et al. (2013) used m 2 = 4 in the GLR-D chart. Xu et al. (2013) stated that m 2 = 4 achieves the best overall performance for small and moderate drift rates and still works well for very large drift rates. It seems that more observations are needed to efficiently estimate the drift rate in the GLR-D chart when compared to estimating the amount of the shift in the GLR-S chart.
To evaluate the effect of the choice of m 2 in the GLR-SD chart, Table 1 gives SSATS values for sustained shifts and/or linear drifts in µ for m 2 values of 2, 3, and 4. The size of the sustained shift is expressed in terms of δ = (µ − µ 0 )/σ 0 . Table 1 shows that the effect of the choice of m 2 seems not to be very significant as we expected, and the trend of SSATS values according to m 2 is mainly affected by the size of the sustained shift, δ. We see that using m 2 = 2 gives relatively a little bad performance for detecting small sustained shifts, but gives good performance for detecting large sustained shifts. Increasing the value of m 2 improves a little the ability of the GLR-SD chart to detect small sustained shifts. We use m 2 = 2 in the GLR-SD chart for the numerical results in this paper, and we expect that the GLR-SD chart with this value will have better overall performance.
Other control charts used for comparisons
One of the traditional approaches for monitoring a sustained shift in the process mean is to use a CUSUM chart for µ (called the CUSUM-S chart). The CUSUM-S chart is designed to detect a sustained shift from µ 0 to a specified µ 1 , assuming that σ 2 remains constant at σ 2 0 . See, for example, Page (1954), Hawkins and Olwell (1998) , and Montgomery (2012) .
The CUSUM statistic at sampling time k is given by
where C 0 = 0 and
) .
The CUSUM-S chart will give a signal at sampling time k if C k > h C . Note that the CUSUM statistic can be expressed in a different form by dividing all terms in (4.1) by the constant (µ 1 − µ 0 )/σ 2 0 . The CUSUM chart described above is a one-sided chart for detecting a sustained shift from µ = µ 0 to a specified µ 1 . The two-sided CUSUM chart, that is to use two one-sided charts in combination with the same control limit h C for both charts, can be used for detecting both increases and decreases in µ. The CUSUM charts used in the comparisons in this paper are all two-sided CUSUM charts.
A CUSCORE chart proposed by Box and Ramirez (1992) may be useful for detecting a linear drift. The CUSCORE statistic with handicap r k (called the CUSCORE-D chart) at sampling time k is given by where
The handicap r k is usually chosen to be r k = 0.5 f (k, β, τ 1 ), and the CUSCORE statistic applies for a linear drift starting at a known time τ 1 that is initially set to τ 1 = 0. The value of τ 1 should be reinitialized to be τ 1 = k every time S k = 0. The CUSCORE-D chart will give a signal at sampling time k if S k > h S . For more details, see Runger and Testik (2003) . A two-sided CUSCORE chart, like a two-sided CUSUM chart, can be used for detecting both the upward and downward linear drifts, and this two-sided CUSCORE chart with the same control limit for both charts is used in the comparisons in this paper.
Simulation study
We now consider the performance of the GLR-SD chart relative to the GLR-S chart, the GLR-D chart, the CUSUM-S chart, the CUSCORE-D chart, and some chart combinations. As mentioned previously, we use m 1 = 400 and m 2 = 2 in the GLR-SD chart, m 1 = 400 and m 2 = 4 in the GLR-D chart, and m 1 = 400 and m 2 = 1 in the GLR-S chart. For applying the CUSUM-S chart and the CUSCORE-D chart, the chart parameters need to be pre-specified. Two sustained shifts are pre-specified for the CUSUM-S chart: δ 1 = 0.5 and δ 1 = 2.0. Two linear drifts are also pre-specified for the CUSCORE-D chart: β 1 = 0.01 and β 1 = 0.2. These pre-specified values are the same as those in Xu et al. (2013) . Table 2 gives SSATS values of some single charts. The results summarized in Table 2 are as follows. The GLR-SD chart has uniformly worse performance than that of the GLR-S chart. Reynolds and Lou (2010) stated that the GLR-S chart performs well in detecting linear drifts, although it is designed to detect sustained shifts. The GLR-SD chart is better than the GLR-D chart when there are both large sustained shifts (δ ≥ 2.0) and linear drifts. The GLR-SD chart is better than the CUSUM-S chart with δ 1 = 0.5 except when there is no sustained shifts and there is both small sustained shifts and small linear drifts (δ = 0.5 and β ≤ 0.02). Similarly the GLR-SD chart is better than and the CUSCORE-D chart with β 1 = 0.01 except when there is no sustained shifts but small linear drifts (δ = 0.0 and β ≤ 0.01) and there is both small sustained shifts and small linear drifts (δ = 0.5 and β ≤ 0.005). The GLR-SD chart is uniformly better than the CUSUM-S chart with δ 1 = 2.0 and the CUSCORE-D chart with β 1 = 0.2. It is noted that the GLR-SD chart is much better than the CUSUM-S chart and the CUSCORE-D chart when the size of shift and/or drift is far from the prespecified values. We see that the control limit of the GLR-SD chart is bigger than those of the GLR-S chart and the GLR-D chart. It may make performance of the GLR-SD chart bad, but it does not give a significant meaning because chart statistics of three GLR charts are different from each other. Table 3 gives SSATS values of some chart combinations, such as the GLR-S and GLR-D chart combination, and some CUSUM-S and CUSCORE-D chart combinations. The values used for the chart parameters in the CUSUM-S and CUSCORE-D chart combinations are δ 1 = 0.5, 2.0 and β 1 = 0.01, 0.2. When using two charts together in combination, two control limits were adjusted so that these two charts have approximately the same in-control ATS values and the in-control ATS value of the combination is 1481.6. From Table 3 , we see that the GLR-SD chart is worse than the GLR-S and GLR-D chart combination, however, it is better than the CUSUM-S and CUSCORE-D chart combination except for small sustained shifts (δ ≤ 0.5).
The conclusion that we obtain from Tables 2 and 3 is that the overall performance of the GLR-SD chart is comparable with other single charts and chart combinations in some cases and is significantly Table 2 : SSATS values for the GLR-SD chart, the GLR-S chart, the GLR-D chart, the CUSUM-S chart, and the CUSCORE-D chart for sustained shifts and/or linear drifts in the process mean. Table 3 : SSATS values for the GLR-SD chart, the GLR-S and GLR-D chart combination, and the CUSUM-S and CUSCORE-D chart combination for sustained shifts and/or linear drifts in the process mean. better in other cases. We note that in using the GLR-SD chart we do not need to specify which type of parameter change (a sustained shift and/or a linear drift) may occur, because the GLR-SD chart can detect either one or both.
Conclusions
We considered the situation in which a special cause may produce both a sustained shift and a linear drift in the normal process mean. The GLR-SD chart for simultaneously monitoring a sustained shift and a linear drift was designed and evaluated in this paper. We compared the performance of the proposed GLR-SD chart with that of other charts using the SSATS values when there were a sustained shift and/or a linear drift in the process mean. Simulation results showed that the GLR-SD chart is relatively effective for detecting sustained shifts and/or linear drifts, and is significantly better in some cases. The GLR-SD chart gives better overall performance than some CUSUM-S and CUSCORE-D chart combinations, as well as some single charts. It has the important advantage that we can efficiently detect a wide range of sustained shifts and/or linear drifts using only one chart, and it does not require the user to specify the size of the parameter change. As expected, the CUSUM chart and the CUSCORE chart perform poorly when the actual size of shift or drift is significantly different from the pre-specified values.
